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I.

Introduction / Background

With the introduction of the digital audio workstation (DAW) in the early 1990s, numerous software
developers such as Waves introduced Virtual Sound Technology (VST) plugins such as the Q10 Paragraphic
Equalizer, the very first audio plugin, which allowed for Digital Signal Processing (DSP) equalization.
In 2006, Waves partnered with mixing console manufacturer Solid State Logic to deliver the first analog
modeled plugins; the SSL 4000 Collection. In the decade, various companies such as Slate Digital, Softube, and
Soundtoys delivered a range of VST plugins that modeled various famed consoles such as API and Neve (even if not
by name), and outboard modules such as the Teletronix LA-2A and the Fairchild 670 for a fraction of the cost of the
hardware, and with the convenience of running them on a laptop or computer.

II.

Thesis / Research Focus

While DSP allows for incredible recordings on a laptop, the professional audio world spent decades
perfecting hardware devices. The sound is so desired that numerous plugin developers release their own take on the
hardware, and reimagine it by coding the audio data. One company, Distopik / MixAnalog, believes analog
processing is essential for mastering and stereo track processing, and has set up a real-time hardware processing
internet service. I will research the intricacies of this service, in addition to analyzing the results and differences of
processing an audio signal on the MixAnalog cloud in comparison to the DSP plugin version from Waves. Through a
research experiment, I will compare qualitative preferences of the processed tracks, if any, from volunteers with
only one requirement; that they listen to music. Finally, I will discuss the future and practical market for a service of
this nature, when DAWs, DSPs, and desktop interfaces are clearly becoming the studio standard, not tape machines,
outboard gear, and consoles.

III.

Distopik / Mix Analog
A. History

In 2012, Bojan Šernek and Gabrijela Hladnik left their operations positions at H&H Recording Studios, and
started an audio research and development company in the same area, Ljubljana, Slovenia. Distopik was launched to
research the possibilities of modifying analog outboard gear to allow analog outboard devices knob parameters to be
controlled in real-time through an internet application. The motivation behind this in Bojan’s words was, “the chasm
between the sound of analog outboard equipment and the usability of software plugins” (MixAnalog).
Distopik pitched their idea to Hekovnik, a start-up school / company nearby. They were given classrooms
and office spaces to create a studio in Ljubljana that looks different from a traditional recording studio. For example,
they showcase a Distopik-modded’ Fairchild 670, the infamous EMI / Abbey Road / Beatles compressor, a Studer
A812 1.4” stereo master tape recorder, and a Telefunken M15 2-track stereo master recorder among other gear in a
recording studio. Maintenance engineers are employed to watch over the gear at all times in case somehow it
malfunctions; for example, the tape missing its auto-relocate point. The rest of the studio has research and
development offices and work spaces for engineers who design the D-Pot Technology for each device.

B. ‘D-Pot Technology’

In 2014 cofounders Bojan Šernek and Gabrijela Hladnik brought in another partner, Elvis Špehar who is
responsible for what they call ‘D-Pot Technology’ which is how the knobs on the hardware move. It is a passive
circuit design that uses relays, open and close switches, to control the circuit. As they state, “instead of a human
turning the knobs, a computer tells the circuit which relays to turn on instead”. They claim the slight modifications
to the hardware cause no sound quality degradation. Resistors and switches are used in the signal path of the D-Pot
as a replacement for potentiometers, voltage dividers used to control volume on audio equipment, and rheostats,
which are variable resistors, are used to control or limit the electrical resistance of current without interrupting the
current flow. Current is the rate that electricity flows past a point in a circuit. Voltage, basically, is the positive
charge of the device that is drawn when it is plugged into an AC power source.

The B80 Mothership design allows for the AD / DA conversion to take place through a digitally controlled
analog patchbay. The system is free of buffers, and they are working on adding another one to the rack to allow for
multiple hardware units to be used in a single session, but more on that later.
Bojan was welcoming with questions and responded in detail over email when I reached out. In terms of
explaining how they arrived at ‘D-Pot Technology’, he responded, “We started out with fitting stepped motors and
servos, as I think everyone does at the start when figuring out automation for analog devices. The implementation
we worked with was rather slow and imprecise so we switched to an all-electronic solution, where unfortunately
there is no silver bullet. Relay strings can introduce pops (though that can be mitigated with AC SSRs), digipots
have poor current handling, limited voltage ranges and may introduce harmonic distortion and MDACs / VCAs
usually require a buffer and can also introduce distortion, especially the VCAs. What we do is have a hybrid
approach where we take a good hard look at the schematic and replace the potentiometers and switches with
components that make the most sense and apply the least amount of sonic damage to the signal. That usually means
finding modern micro relays that have been screened for not introducing too much popping sounds into the sound.
We’ve been doing analog automation for over 7 years now, so it’s become somewhat of a specialty of ours. To go
all the way to the cloud, a microcontroller needs to be added that links up a digital communication interface to the
relays, MDACs, Digipots and other actuators. The communication interface can be USB, Ethernet…We are
currently using a mix of both” (Šernek).
On the real time aspect of the service, Bojan wrote, “The electronic actuators (replacements for pots and
switches) were all developed for a real-time solution. Once you get the control loop to be real-time, from the server
to the machine, you need to do two more things. One, get real time mouse movement down to the server and two,
get audio data back to the client. In our implementation we did that inside the web browser with the help of
WebSockets, a W3C standard implemented by most modern web browsers on top of HTTP and TCP. It allows us to
send bidirectional, reliable, ordered information with retransmission and flow control” (Šernek).
One of my questions about the service was how they avoid introducing any digital compression in file
transmission since this entire transaction if you will is occuring over a web browser. Bojan’s response was that
digital compression can be introduced, “if you want to. The digital audio can be compressed with a
streaming-friendly variant of the "free lossless audio codec" (FLAC) or a lossless format like Opus or MP3. We

prefer to do it losslessly and so do our users, but sometimes there is no alternative” (Šernek). This is referring to the
quality of the WiFi or ethernet internet connection as the processed files can be large. MixAnalog only officially
supports Google Chrome (v.55 or later), Apple Safari (v.11 or later), and Firefox (v. 64 or later). I was previously
aware that cloud services such as Google Drive and DropBox introduce compression to store audio files on their
clouds, but in a live YouTube Webinar on the MixAnalog channel from April 2019, Bojan Šernek elaborated, “it
still seems that there’s this perception that, just uploading a file to a cloud, somewhere, will degrade the quality, and
that’s actually true for quite a lot of clouds these days. The reason is that they will take a file and stream it to a lot of
people over a period of time...every bit of size that they can squeeze out of a file, every way that they can make it
smaller, will actually save on the bandwidth costs when they are streaming to so many people. Hosting services
charge streaming platforms charge companies bandwidth, so to be more profitable, they reduce the file size through
compression” . He continued, “We store all of your files in lossless quality, exactly the way you uploaded it...you
have a choice of sample rate and at no point do we compress it into a lossy format for downloads. Because
everything in the signal chain is lossless, and not compressed, you can of course hit it with any level below 0 dBFS
(decibels relative to full scale), that you like and that will all work seamlessly throughout the chain” (Šernek).
Distopik points out the possibility of attaching a servos motor to automate the knobs on their website, and
they actually attempted this when they first came together, but they claim it reduced the rate of change of the knobs
which made the service feel like it was lagging. Since all knobs have a different feel, they wanted to make sure the
technology accurately responded to the adjustments. They state that potentiometers have a tolerance rating of +/20%, and any two potentiometers may have as much as 40% difference in feel.
In 2015 they released prototypes of an 1176 type compressor, and a Pultec equalizer. They write on their
website that the prototypes were well received by RSL Studios, “the largest private recording facility in our [their]
part of Europe”, and that it “encouraged them to continue to develop the technology” (MixAnalog).
In 2017, Distopik officially launched the MixAnalog Beta, and the machines opened up internet automation
and outboard gear sound to anyone willing to sign up. With the beta they analyzed and resolved issues customers
experienced, and in 2018 they went official with the website and service. When they officially launched they created
the first service that allows real-time hardware processing over the internet with automation control (Šernek).

1.

‘D-Pot Technology’ with master tape recorders

After successfully introducing hardware like the Distopik-modded Fairchild 670, and the Pultec Equalizers,
they took on the challenge of modifying a Telefunken M15 with a variant of ‘D-Pot Technology’ to allow users to
use “the legendary mastering grade tape machine from the 1970s for two-track processing” (MixAnalog). After
successfully running the M15 on the service for a year, they brought another master tape recorder into the service.
The ¼ inch Studer A812 was introduced in 2018 and serves a similar service to the M15, but they hope to introduce
more features in the coming years. Currently, users only have control of input and output characteristics through a
Distopik hardware Input / Output (I/O) unit. They state that an employee will, “adjust and calibrate the tape
machine at least once a week, and clean the heads every two days” (Šernek). Aside from this necessary process, the
non-maintenance operation of both tape machines is automatic. The 1200 meter tape on the Telefunken is glued

between two lengths of transparent leader tape so that whenever the tape machine arrives at a transparent part, it
knows the end of tape was reached and it should rewind back to start, where another signal arriving to transparent
tape lets it know that it has to stop rewinding and jog forward to a starting position. The machine therefore is always
armed on input, and the actual tape that clients record onto is constantly being recorded over until the engineers
manually change it out. Since tape doesn’t start to lose quality until it has been recorded over a number of times, this
isn’t really an issue since customers are typically running digitally recorded stereo mixes onto the tape to get
‘warmth’, ‘tape drive’ and ‘saturation presence’ on their master track.
In the case of the Studer, they stated that since, “it already has an onboard locator and a sophisticated
distance tracking computer, this kind of operation is easier. It can be instructed over the serial port...a
communication interface where data travels sequentially bit by bit... to rewind back to start and to report the current
position” (Šernek).
The tape machines are set to 15 IPS (inches per second) and are directly connected to individual
digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A-D) converters on the Burl mothership. The converters are
calibrated to +24 dBu for 0 dBFS on the output meter. When driven with a high RMS (Root-Mean-Square) audio
source, or the output level is driven, audio will distort. This gives the mixer the ability to use a tape machine for both
a clean and transparent mix, as well as an overdriven and distorted mix. Currently, users only have control over the
I/O levels, but MixAnalog is looking to launch a new interface for the tape machines which will allow control over
physical parameters on the machine such as the tape speed, bias level, equalization, and record and repro levels.
One of the ‘unsolvable’ annoyances of using tape machines, with the MixAnalog cloud or the real thing, is
that the tape is only so long, and it inevitably will have to rewind. In an effort to use the entire length of tape, and to
reduce the need for an actual human to do the job, MixAnalog programmed their tape machines to automatically
rewind near the 45 minute mark. So if 40 minutes of tape was used by the last 10 clients, unfortunately, the 11th
clients session will get interrupted by the rewind. Thankfully rewinds are monitored, and MixAnalog provides the
client interrupted with free tokens as compensation.

C. Future of MixAnalog

In addition to adding the aforementioned advances to the tape machines, MixAnalog has plans and
deadlines stretching into 2021. Firstly, they want to expand their hardware offerings with the introduction of some
kind of summing mixer to the platform. Secondly, they want to allow FLAC file exchange since currently only
WAV files can be uploaded to the platform.
Thirdly, they want to give mixers the ability to reserve multiple devices at the same time and create their
own analog chains. Currently, only one device can be used at a time since, “we [they] are committed to analog
routing right now and want all our connections between hardware to be free of a/d d/a converters as well as buffers.
That's why we are putting our gear on a digitally controlled relay based patchbay that's essentially a digitally
controllable version of what you use in a studio when you patch gear with a cable. We've got one of these deployed
already and the performance is good, however the way things are set up right now we can't do a lot of
configurations. So we are now working on a second unit and together they would finally afford enough options for
you to mix and match units” (Šernek).
The most exciting advance in my opinion, yet one of the lower priorities for MixAnalog, is the introduction
of a plug-in version to run inside a DAW. This feature would certainly give the service the same sort of convenience
that software plug-ins have within a DAW that is lost through exporting, uploading, mixing, downloading, and
importing. If it was as simple as loading the MixAnalog plugin to an audio track, selecting the device, and rendering,
I think the process and mix session would be smoother.
While the team at MixAnalog certainly recognizes this, their first priority rightfully is to expand their
service and hardware offerings as much as possible before working out software compatibility with whatever DAWs
they choose to work this.

1.

Target Audience

MixAnalog is most definitely a fascinating service which would not have been possible without the genius
engineers behind the research, development, modification, and creation of the company, but it certainly is not for the

traditional studio with consoles and outboard racks. The target audience for a service of this nature is without a
doubt home studios and freelance engineers who use bedrooms and basements, or work permanently off a laptop on
the road. While I could see larger studios giving MixAnalog a chance just for the Fairchild since it is so rare, I think
the service is aimed at people who do not have access to any sort of studio with outboard gear and do not own any
gear outside of a laptop, interface, speakers, and plug-ins.

D. Review

When I signed up for the MixAnalog with my email, they put 300 free tokens in my account to try out the
service. Tokens can be purchased in incremental batches of 250 up to 10,000 and they cost $13.99 and $323.99,
respectively. Currently they offer an 1176, Bettermaker Limiter, Fairchild 670, Elysia Museq, Pultec EQP-1,
Telefunken M15, and the Studer A812. S
 essions are booked in 15 minute blocks, and none of the hardware costs less
than 90 tokens or more than 120 tokens. With my 300 tokens, I was able to get sessions with the Fairchild 670
compressor, the Studer A812 tape machine, the Telefunken M15 tape machine.
I knew what I was going for in terms of settings for each device since I have used Fairchild a nd
tape-machine plug-ins, but the 15 minutes gave me an opportunity to test each device, and bounce the tracks. For my
first session, I uploaded a stereo mix that I tracked on the SSL Duality and mixed in ProTools on my laptop with
various plug-ins. Aside from printing EQ on all my tracks pre-fader on the Duality, as well as some parallel
compression with the Distressors and Neve Amek’s, I did not use any hardware on the mix until I brought
MixAnalog into the picture. I uploaded my track and started with the Fairchild 670. My immediate first impression
was that the hardware processing was adding character to the raw audio tracks I uploaded that plug-ins could not. I
was honestly blown away immediately by the difference in sound quality from using the real deal.
Mastering for CD and streaming was so smooth, as a LUFs meter is integrated into the site. While sonically
the tracks sounded impeccable, it was frustrating when I realized the original Fairchild did not have an output gain
knob, as the plug-in versions do. Another frustrating feature I experienced with MixAnalog is that you have to make
sure you leave enough time in your session for the bounce. With about three or four minutes remaining, I hit the red

bounce button, but since my track ran about five minutes, I just got kicked off with no file. I had to go back, reset
the knobs, and download.
Next, I used my tokens for a 15 minute session with the Studer A812. While 15 minutes may not seem like
a lot, when you’re not loading the tape, or really doing anything aside from adjusting levels to and from the tape, it’s
more than enough. I actually found the Studer to give my mix a warmth and clarity that I found authentic. While
plug-ins like the Universal Audio A800 provide similar characteristics, I could certainly hear a difference when I
A/B’d the two. That being said, since they are serving the same purpose as ‘stereo master tape recorders’, they are
processing audio in the same manner.
Most people do not have access to a real Fairchild or Studer, and I thought the sound quality was
impeccable. All in all, when comparing the different ways of processing, I think plug-in technology is great, but to
my ears, there was such a difference using MixAnalog. If you’re working for months on a record, you may as well
use the real hardware for mastering since MixAnalog is offering it at such a great price.
For the experiment portion of my research project, I took the files that I processed on MixAnalog,
downloaded them, and imported them into a new ProTools session. I then duplicated the dry signal and processed it
with the Waves plug-in version of the hardware. As the track played, I switched back and forth between the versions
and asked the listener the question, “Can you hear a difference between these two tracks?”. If the respondent
answered yes, I followed up the initial question; ``Do you prefer one track over the other?”. I f they responded yes,
I asked, “which one?”, and “why” in terms of timbre.
For the first part of the experiment, I compared MixAnalog’s Fairchild 670 and Waves / Jack Joseph Puig’s
Puigchild plugin a s a stereo compressor / limiter on a stereo mix of a track from my senior seminar album project,
Four Roses. I processed each track with as similar settings as possible, and I took a screenshot of the settings for
each device to compare and contrast, and ran a spectrum analysis with FabFilter’s Pro Q-3 Equalizer p lug-in, and
Waves’ Psychoacoustic Analyzer (PAZ) p lug-in.

MixAnalog Fairchild 670 (hardware):

Waves Puigchild 670 (plug-in):

A. Volunteer Results

I chose to administer the experiment to twenty volunteers with various backgrounds and levels of musical
training. For transparency, I will note that four of the volunteers had little to no musical training, six of the
volunteers identified as sound engineers, and the remaining ten volunteers identified as trained musicians. As seen in
the column chart below, MixAnalog and Waves received more votes than Waves, 8 - 6, and the ‘no preference’
option received 6. These results are interesting, because while MixAnalog beat Waves, it shows processing may not
have a huge effect for casual listeners like microphone and songwriting production choices may. That being said, for
trained ears, the hardware clearly makes a difference. For the follow up questions, some listeners gave descriptions
of one track being “tighter”, and “bigger” as reasons for their preference. I did not tell them what the difference was
between the two versions, or what type of processing I was comparing, but many correctly guessed a compressor at
the end of the experiment.

B. Spectral Analysis

After running the experiment on the volunteers, I used the FabFilter Pro-Q 3 Equalizer a nd the Waves
Psychoacoustic Analyzer (PAZ) plug-ins to compare how the different processors actually affected the WAV files.
By linking the FabFilter plug-ins, I was able to link the spectral analyzer for each track in one iteration of FabFilter,
and by using ‘analyzer freeze’, and ‘equalizer match’, I could clearly see the differences in the two Fairchilds. The
red indicates the Waves Puigchild, the grey shows the MixAnalog Fairchild, and the white shows the difference
FabFilter a nalyzed with EQ match.

= MixAnalog Fairchild 670
: Equalization match (difference)
= Waves Puigchild

MixAnalog Fairchild 670 PAZ

Waves Puigchild PAZ

As seen in the spectral analysis images, each of the Fairchild p rocessors affected or ‘colored’ the sound in
its own way. FabFilter s howed a difference of up to 5 dB at 100 Hz. Noticeably, the greater differences seemed to
occur at frequencies below 1.5 kHz.
In my opinion, the differences most likely are due to the fact that each iteration of the Fairchild processor
was either modeled after one of the original pieces of hardware, or in the MixAnalogs case, it is one. These were
hand wired devices designed in the 1950s by American engineer, Rein Narma. Therefore, each Fairchild potentially
had slightly different circuitry (transformers, valves, etc.) that cause slight tonal variations that may be referred to as
‘character’.

V. Plug-in Modeling

After comparing the MixAnalog a nd Waves Fairchild’s, I was interested in how the DSP code could be so
accurately created from valves and transformers on the original hardware devices. “Digital sampling refers to the
acquisition of data points from a continuous analog signal. The interval at which they are sampled is referred to as
the period, and the inverse of the sample period is the sampling frequency” (Pirkle). For example, compact discs
have a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz which means 44,100 discrete samples are produced per interval each
second with the sample interval being about 22.7 microseconds. In a Sound on Sound a rticle by Mel Lambert titled,
“Plug-in Modeling : Emulating Hardware in Software”, the two basic techniques are discussed. The first involves
passing a variety of static, changing signals, and test tones through the device, and measuring the input‑to‑output
characteristics for the panel settings. An analog - digital (A / D) converter is used to “accurately sample and convert
the incoming signal, producing a digitally coded number that represents the analog voltage within the sampling
interval”. From there, DSP code is developed that emulates the changes. Furthermore, it is important to note that the
Nyquist frequency, the sampling rate of a discrete signal processing system, is the highest frequency that can be
encoded with two samples per period. Engineers must abide by the Nyquist criteria which involves band-limiting or
low-pass filtering (LPF) the input signal prior to sampling so that no aliasing occurs since any aliasing is a
permanent error in the signal (Pirkle).

The digital - analog (D / A) converter decodes the bit stream and takes the sampled data points and converts
them to analog versions of the impulses. The output filter is called the reconstruction filter, and it is “responsible for
re-creating the seemingly missing information” which was not acquired by the original samples; the “inter-sample
fluctuations”. When the series of impulses are filtered, sin (x) / x p ulses overlap and their responses add up in a
linear order. “The addition of all the smaller curves and damped oscillations reconstructs the inter-sample curves and
fluctuations” (Pirkle)
For the approximations of the data to be accurate, the mathematical equations get long. Gustav Kirchoff’s
equations and laws are used to calculate currents and voltage inside electric circuits. A basic circuit model requires a
few equations like the example below to be solved without error for an accurate recreation. His law states that, “for
any node (junction) in an electric circuit, the sum of currents flowing into that node is equal to the sum of currents
flowing out of that node; or equivalently. Circuit diagrams are examined and various component blocks are modeled
using various programs such as Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) to generate a
transfer function of input and output. The mathematical function can then be used to generate the DSP that emulate
the particular device.

Most software analog-modeled DSP / VST developers combine the mathematical calculations and
recreating circuits based on the available schematics and the ability to open up the original hardware , “along with a
lot of code refinements based on prior modelling experience, and some intensive listening sessions” (Lambert). That
being said, MixAnalog i s strongly of the belief that there are inaccuracies in the most of the audio reconstruction
stages of DSP development, and that the errors cannot therefore allow the plugin to accurately emulate the hardware.
Since analog plugin modelling requires the Kirchoff equations to be ever so perfect, and that takes more

development time and money, software developers, according to Ziga, produce “a simplified version of it instead”
(Rezar). He believes the missing data in the algorithms is important to the processing, and without it you are
processing tracks with a “half attempt”.
While not a direct response, Dave Berners, the chief scientist at Universal Audio confirmed some of these
remarks in a 2012 Sound On Sound (SOS) a rticle; "analogue equipment that exhibits high‑bandwidth, non‑linear
behaviour presents the biggest challenges in creating accurate models. But it's often the sound of these
non‑linearities that makes the original analogue equipment so desired. Put simply, the more non‑linear the
behaviour, the more complex the physical model that's required, and the more processing power needed.” This is
why UAD plug-ins utilize DSP peripheral component interconnect express (PCIe) cards and accelerators which
off-load the signal processing from a laptop or tower to an accelerator or chip card. Berners continues, “Since all
analogue devices were made from components that have mostly defined behaviour, digital models of the
components are not out of the question. The issue is catching the drifting, shifting, unpredictable behaviour,
especially as capacitors and parts age in older devices”.
Nonlinearities exist in analog outboard gear because every single transistor, tube, and transformer is
different. As the original manufacturers or technicians changed out these electronics for other brands when they
became unavailable, the tonality of the hardware changed, giving an individualized sound to each piece of hardware
made around the same time. While not drastically different, this is why a Fairchild f rom 1959 might sound slightly
different then one from 1962, and why the EMI / Abbey Road / Beatles o ne became so famous.
Ken Bogdanowicz from Sound Toys offers the opinion that, “If a processor is linear and static, we can
completely model the device by measuring its transfer function using sine sweeps or wideband test signals. If the
device is time‑varying or non-linear, or both, we need to understand its workings. Sometimes this can be done with
a schematic and in‑circuit measurements. Other times this is much harder, like modelling analogue tape, or some
old hardware digital reverb units, where the underlying algorithm is unknown.”
Avid DSP engineer, David Tremblay said to SOS, “Plug‑ins generally act like they all have perfect line
buffers between them”. Since variations in input and output impedance occur with hardware, it is hard to code that
information since it can result in various changes in frequency response and distortion since in a real hardware
studio, analog devices interact.

In the end, Mixanalog concludes with the notion that “analog doesn't give a flying duck about math
equations. It just does it's thing and it does it with smooth transitions and complex curves or weird cut-offs, with
zero latency. Beat that, computer!” (Rezar).
Open source coding programs such as SPICE for example, check circuit design integrity, and predict their
behaviour by generating I / O plots once the circuit component details are entered into the program. “The modelled
circuits can contain most types of active components, independent voltage and current sources, dependent sources,
and lossless and lossy transmission lines”.
“All models are more or less complex differential equations that attempt to make the output of the software
model equal the output of the hardware,” says Waves' Udi Henis. "In the earlier stages of modelling, the algorithmic
work is usually done in flexible but not necessarily efficient mathematical environments, such as MATLAB (this is
used in place of doing equations by hand). This can help achieve proof of concept for a modelling method,
technology or engine, before coding a more specific and efficient — but much less flexible — process function.
If the hardware contains non‑linearities, test signals that expose them have to be used for the best results.
Once a basic algorithm has been developed and evaluated, the code is ported or cross‑compiled to an appropriate
format for the host CPU (Native) or DSP card. Most DSP systems run in fixed-point number systems which can be
inconvenient; but DSPs often run in floating-point number systems, which avoids potential errors and makes
processing smoother. Since DSP chips and accelerators have one function unlike central processing unit’s (CPUs),
pipelining is used to allow the chip to prepare and read incoming data while processing the current data. Since
Universal Audio (UAD) cards only use one type of DSP chip, they only have to optimise code for one system. As a
result, they can write tightly optimised code by hand, in contrast to code generated by a compiler (Pirkle).

VI. Conclusion

Overall, this research project and experiment showcased the power of computing and digital signal
processors. While the quality of DSP modelling software has increased exponentially in the last few decades, it is
fascinating to see how the desire for analog processing has not only made way for drastic improvement in

analog-modelled plug-ins and DSP accelerators, but also how cloud technology has allowed for the invention of a
real analog hardware processing service through the internet.
While MixAnalog certainly has an uphill battle as a competitor with the plug-in market, it is an fascinating
concept and a powerful tool that I believe has a place in the future of digital audio. While DSP plug-in technology
and analog modelling will continue to get better, there will always be a desire for the real analog hardware since it
brings the character and sonic variations that plug-ins have yet to figure out how to code. Even though MixAnalog’s
service offers a similar sort of interface to a plug-in, and does not give the ‘hands-on’ mixing experience of a studio,
it does bring mixers closer to the analog sound and character they may be looking for, and offers an interesting
alternative to the modern mixing approach. There is no one way to mix, and this service offers another tool to
producers, mixers, and engineers in the modern age. As MixAnalog continues to refine their service and offer more
devices and the ability to run the program within a DAW, I believe it will grow in popularity and quality since Bojan
has a dedicated team behind him and 15,000 registered users since officially launching in 2017. I for one used it to
master the, Alley Rat, a lbum I engineered in 2019-2020 and was thrilled with the results.

Distopik / MixAnalog modded devices in the M
 ixAnalog s tudio in Ljubljana, Slovenia
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